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What is already known about this subject

- Bariatric surgery has a significant impact on a person’s life, largely resulting from changes to their physical appearance and eating habits.
• There is a paucity of research examining patients’ experiences of how bariatric surgery affects their everyday lives.

What this study adds

• An in-depth exploration of patient-reported social complexities impacting on life after bariatric surgery.

• The patient experience of adjusting to life after bariatric surgery may be highlighted by examining their attitudes toward the social risks encountered in everyday life. This study proposes three risk attitude profiles which may contribute towards a greater understanding of the social complexities of adjusting to life after bariatric surgery.

Abstract

Background:
There is a limited amount of research into the experiences of those who have undergone bariatric surgery, and how this impacts on their everyday lives and social interactions.

Methods
Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 18 participants (11 female, 7 male) who had undergone permanent bariatric surgical procedures 5-24 months prior to interview at a large NHS hospital in North East England. Constructivist grounded theory was used, with a constant comparative analytic framework.

Results
Participants conceptualised social encounters after bariatric surgery as being underpinned by risk. Their attitudes towards social situations guided their actions in the context of social interaction. Three profiles of attitudes towards risk were constructed: Risk Accepters, Risk
Contenders and Risk Challengers. These profiles were based on participant-reported narratives of their experiences in the first two years post-surgically.

**Conclusions**

The social complexities occurring as a consequence of bariatric surgery require adjustments to patients’ lives. Participants reported that the social aspects of bariatric surgery do not appear to be widely understood by those who have had bariatric surgery. The three risk attitude profiles that emerged from our data offer an understanding of ways in which patients adjust to life and can be used reflexively by healthcare professionals in the support of patients both pre- and post-operatively.

Keywords: bariatric surgery, life adjustment, patient experience
Introduction

Bariatric surgery is an accepted method of facilitating weight-loss for adult obesity, with increasing evidence to show a resultant positive impact on other obesity-related conditions, for example, Type 2 Diabetes (1). Such findings have resulted in extended NHS eligibility criteria for bariatric surgery to include those both those with obesity as well as those with related metabolic disease (2). This has resulted in an increased number of people living with a bariatric surgically altered body. Societally, there are high levels of stigma towards people with obesity which negatively impacts quality of life for those affected (3). However, this stigma may change but not disappear through the rapid and sustained weight loss attributable to surgical intervention.

Owing to the significant changes that bariatric surgery imposes on individuals, including altered eating habits and physical appearance, people experience a period of psychosocial adjustment post-surgically. This is especially important for those who undergo either gastric bypass or gastric sleeve procedures, as these cannot generally be reversed. Life after bariatric surgery requires many interpersonal adjustments (4) for the individual, many of these exist outside of routine clinical care, and are not as widely understood. These subjective experiences can be captured using qualitative methodologies, which focus on ‘human beings in social situations’ (5 p.17). Bariatric surgery has been positioned, both in guidelines (2) and by patients as ‘a last resort’, being conceptualised as a transformational process (6, 7). This can affect social relationships (8, 9, 10) and also requires learning to adjust to new ways of eating (11), which may not always be understood by others (12). Studies show that bariatric surgery may give patients more ‘control’ over their lives (13, 14, ...
which may not have been present prior to surgical intervention. The adjustments to life and the impact of significant weight-loss may not always be viewed positively, despite weight loss (16, 17). Additionally, media does not always portray bariatric surgery favourably, with terms such as ‘cheating’ and ‘taking the easy way out’ used as descriptors in the lay press (18). This may impact on societal perceptions of surgery as a weight-loss method and those who undergo procedures. Overall, the existing body of literature on patient experiences of adjusting to life after bariatric surgery is small, with limitations to studies such as lack of detail of sample groups, broad timeframes which encompass both those who have had surgery recently and those who have had surgery many years previously. Studies also had different methodological aims, with many being descriptive. However, this corpus of literature shows that patients view bariatric surgery as a transformational experience, significantly impacting the lives of those who undergo surgical intervention. Research into the impact of bariatric surgery in social contexts from the patient perspective is therefore much needed to more fully understand patient experiences after surgery.

In the UK, patients are followed up for two years post-operatively in bariatric surgical units before being discharged into the community for long term care. Owing to the paucity of research into patient experiences of adjusting to life after bariatric surgery and the significant impact of bariatric surgery on a person’s life, this study was undertaken to provide an understanding of the social aspects of living with bariatric surgery. This differs from patient experiences of care and biomarkers of surgery, such as weight-loss and disease amelioration, which are based on clinical encounters. The aim of this study was to explore how people adjust to the social aspects of their lives in this first two years following surgery.
Methods

Design

A qualitative approach was used for the study, which is a suitable for understanding the subjective experiences of a phenomena (19), but our aim was to go beyond description to explore the complex social processes which appeared to occur after bariatric surgery. Although description provides detailed information, it does not always show ‘why’ or ‘how’ processes happen, or the contexts informing them. As a result, grounded theory was chosen for its ability to provide an explanatory theory of the phenomenon and the systematic method of constant comparative data analysis, which creates an interactive process of moving back and forth between empirical data and emerging analysis, which focuses data collection and encourages theoretical analysis of the data (20). Grounded Theory is defined as a high-level conceptual framework that possesses explanatory power underpinned by analytical processes, defined by concepts constructed from it (21). The Constructivist version of the method focuses on mutual reciprocity between researcher and participants with participants actively shaping and influencing the interviews. The topic guide was a list of open prompts, rather than prescriptive check list, and the interview was guided by the participants rather than the research asking a series of questions. Using grounded theory analytical techniques such as coding, memoing and constant comparative analysis allowed the research team to go beyond superficial description and find tacit meanings and actions (22) to more fully understand the processes involved in the adjustment to life after bariatric surgery. Codes were checked against transcripts and any ambiguities were clarified by further interaction with the participants. The interpretive
rendering is an acknowledged co-construction between participant and researcher; the interaction between the two parties in constructing a theoretical explanation means an external reporting of events is unlikely. In addition, the employment of grounded theory analysis, such as open and focused coding, using gerunds to identify tacit actions, the use of memos to explore concepts constructed from the data and constant comparative analysis techniques minimises the possibility of superficial data interpretation (23). Based on these tenets and the aim of the research, constructivist grounded theory was deemed to be an appropriate methodology to illuminate the subjective patient experiences in the research.

Initial purposive sampling was used for the first four participants; theoretical sampling was used with the remaining 14 participants which allowed exploration of the themes constructed from the participant narratives. Data were collected through individual, face to face semi-structured interviews, which are congruent with the constructivist theory approach, allowing the participants to shape and influence the interview process. The interviews were held at a time and place convenient to the participants, who gave written consent to the audio recording of their interviews and for the researcher to take field notes during the interview, to capture any concepts the researcher wished to explore further, without having to disrupt the flow of the interview. Participants were offered a £15 voucher for participating. All interviews were conducted by the same researcher [YG].

A topic guide with open prompts (see Figure 1) informed the interviews, which lasted from 45 – 60 minutes. Each interview was transcribed verbatim, with identifying information anonymised. Ethical approval was granted by the UK National Health Service, City Hospitals
Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust and the University of Sunderland Research Ethics Committee.

Recruitment

Participants meeting the inclusion criteria (see Table 1) were identified from patient records at a large NHS bariatric surgical service in the North East of England. Potential participants were contacted by post with a letter of invitation, information about the study, a contact form and reply paid envelope. Participants returned the contact form and interviews were arranged and conducted. Recruitment ceased once theoretical saturation had been achieved, i.e. no further codes were found in the data.

Data analysis

Following each interview, the researcher wrote reflective memos in a journal to record her thoughts about the interview, which is recommended to maintain reflexivity (22). The study team analysed the anonymised transcripts following the constructivist grounded theory tenets of open and then focused coding (24). This was done manually, to maintain closeness with the data, and was linked with conceptual mapping, which were visual drawings of the codes, their properties and relation to each other. This was carried out as part of the data analysis. The open coding focused coding, memoing and conceptual mapping informed the theoretical sampling throughout the constant comparative analytic process. As the data were collected and analysed, the open coding, focused coding, memos and field notes shaped the theoretical direction. Mapping was used to visualize emerging patterns and to understand how concepts may be related to each other which contributed to theoretical
direction. To construct the basic social processes underpinning the adjustment to life after bariatric surgery, the common storyline which underpinned each participant’s journey was mapped out. The third stage is theoretical coding through which theoretical integration turns data into theory. It is defined as ‘applying a variety of analytic schemes to the data to enhance their abstraction’ (25, p. 23): the purpose of theoretical coding is to assist with theorizing the data and focused codes and conceptualizing the relationship between them (24). Theoretical coding was used as the final stage in the coding process which allowed clarification of the ‘general context and specific condition in which the phenomenon is evident’ (24, p.151), to ensure that the events and actions of the participants and the associated underlying meanings were captured.

YG led the initial analysis, but there were discussions between YG and JL in relation to coding; these codes were then discussed with the rest of the study team. Theoretical saturation, defined as ‘the point at which gathering no more data about a theoretical category reveals no new properties nor yields any further theoretical insights about the emerging grounded theory’ (22, p.189) was thought to have been achieved after 15 interviews however three further interviews were carried out to confirm this.

**Results**

A total of 18 participants (11 female, 7 male) took part in the study. The post-surgical timeframe at the time of interview ranged from 5 – 24 months. A pre- and post-surgical dichotomy was evident in all narratives. Many participants reported feeling stigmatized as a result of others’ attitudes towards the participants weight prior to surgery:
It isn’t very nice being the fattest bloke in the office. I was very self-conscious about my weight, my co-workers made fun of me, I tried to laugh it off but it really hurt me. I didn’t show it, but I felt it inside

(Participant J)

I’d been battling my weight for ten years, losing and gaining. When I went out, people would shout nasty things at me, kids would make fun of me and I was miserable…this went on and on

(Participant P)

When I was at my heaviest weight, a couple came in to see me and the husband laughed, pointed at me and said ‘We saw you earlier, and we thought you were the cleaner’. I was well dressed, in my line of work you have to be. It was obvious that thought because I was fat I had to be a cleaner and not a professional person. I felt terrible

(Participant Q)

(Reviewer 3, 4B)

Through constant comparative analysis, the focused codes shaped the theoretical codes and their properties (see Table 2), from which the attitudes towards risk were constructed.

(Insert Table 2 here)

Once the core theme of risk attitude was agreed on, further analysis and discussions between the researchers was undertaken. From this, six themes were constructed around participants attitudes towards risks encountered in social interactions after bariatric surgery. With all participants, the concept of risk had been identified in their narratives as being evident in their pre-surgical lives, but remained and took on new meaning after surgery (see Table 3).

(Insert Table 3 here)

The Risk Attitude Profiles
The six themes appeared to have three different interpretations which we constructed into three profiles: Risk Accepters, Risk Challengers and Risk Contenders. Each profile was underpinned by a difference in attitudes towards the interpretation of social risks after bariatric surgery. The concept of social risk is defined as when ‘individuals weigh up or decide what a risk is, making assessments of the social meaning of the phenomena and their place within cultural norms. They are deciding how these phenomena cohere with their values about what is acceptable and what is harmless against what is dangerous or threatening’ (26 p.638) This was reflected in the actions taken during each social encounter.

A description of each profile follows, with detailed participant characteristics shown in Table 4.

The Risk Accepter Profile

The Risk Accepters (n=12) generally reported feeling comfortable in social encounters. A commonly reported situation was eating with others, for example, in a restaurant. This sometimes involved having to explain why they were eating differently, e.g. when ordering a smaller portion of food, or not finishing a meal. During their interviews, the Risk Accepters recalled preparing for surgery, and reported a desire to adhere to weight loss and lifestyle targets set by the bariatric surgery team. Risk Accepters were aware that failure to do so would result in them not progressing to surgery and this was their primary reason for complying with the lifestyle targets that had been set for them:

*If I didn’t lose the weight they wanted me to, I couldn’t have the surgery and I would have been snookered... something just clicked after the seminar [a seminar for bariatric*
surgery candidates delivered by hospital staff] and I lost the weight, kept it off and lost a little bit more, so then I could have the surgery.

(Participant N)

Following surgery, this group of participants understood that changes to their lives were needed to lose weight and that failure to adjust to the surgically-imposed life changes would mean the risk of failing to lose weight or a slower weight loss and their individual expectations of surgery would not be met. It was important for Risk Accepters to comply with the adjustments needed in order to be able to achieve their expectations of surgery. As such, Risk Accepters tended to be disciplined with their approach to post-surgical life:

I’m not going to do without, but I’ve got rules. It I do not eat cakes, I don’t eat chocolate, sweets, fizzy drinks and I never touch alcohol I know people who eat them, they just water it down with ice so it doesn’t fizz up, but I just think I’ve had my surgery and up to now it has probably cost £25,000, maybe £30,000 by the time you think of the surgery, the doctors, the staff who looked after me.] I’m not prepared to waste that, .because I would have stayed [obese], I wouldn’t have had the operation, and I’ve had to make changes [to my life]

(Participant C)

Risk Accepters tended to be positive in their outlook and the required changes to their lives. They recognised there were difficulties, but looked for solutions and ways to lessen these difficulties, which they related to the advice they had to follow after bariatric surgery:
I had a huge problem getting the amount of vegetables in they say you need to have after the operation...it was difficult, but I make soup and you can get them all in there...because you boil them and blend it...they’re all in there. Boy, you can get your five a day no problem...chewing was a problem, but not with soup...It’s a habit my husband and I have got into with the soup, but the operation and how I feel now, has been absolutely life-changing.

( Participant H)

This positive outlook was reflected in their reported attitudes towards life after bariatric surgery; however these were underpinned by realistic expectations and the understanding that there may be difficulties. They felt that learning to deal with these difficulties was part of the adjustment process:

If you go to a restaurant, you still enjoy yourself and the company, but you have a small bit to eat and you’re done...like we use food as a reason for going out and talking...a ritual, and then they order poppadoms and someone says have some and I have to say I can’t because I need the meat, I need the protein and it’s so trivial in the grand scheme of things. Our friends are so supportive. I did make the mistake of overeating once... I’ve never been a heavy drinker, I just enjoy the social interaction when we go out, but now when we go out for a meal, I feel a bit out of it, but my friends and family know what I’ve been through, they support me so it’s not really a problem.

( Participant G)

For this and other participants, going out for a meal had changed post-operatively, as surgery meant that eating was different in terms of food choices and portion sizes. Participants acknowledged they were still able to take part in social activities, albeit under changed conditions, but being able to continue their social activities was important to them. Risk Accepters tended to have social support, but acknowledged the difficulties associated with disclosing the decision to have surgery, and although, as we will see, they were more
open about their disclosing than the Risk Contenders, they were also careful about whom they revealed their decision to:

*When I am in a restaurant my friends say eating out is a waste of money for me, I say look, I either pay for it, because I’m here with everybody, or I sit here and don’t have it and the restaurant staff will think, I bet she’s going to pinch something off someone’s plate, you know. My friends ask me why I tell the servers and I’ll say because I feel like I have to explain why. I know it’s just me, but my friend doesn’t think I should ever have to explain or have to tell anyone what I’m doing, but I feel I have to.*

*(Participant A)*

When asked about looking towards the future, all Risk Accepters reported feeling positive about this:

*I will never to go back to where I was, being that big. Never. I will always try and keep my weight down. I will look after my husband the way he’s looked after me for all these years. That’s what it’s all about.*

*(Participant I – Risk Accepter)*

There were 12 participants who were classified as Risk Accepters (see Table 4).

*The Risk Contender Profile*

The adjustment process with this cohort appeared to be more difficult than for the other profiles. Risk Contenders (n=5) reported experiencing setbacks which required actions to continue to adhere to with the post-surgical advice. Participants reported two types of setback: ones that they openly admitted contributing to, and incidents out of their control.
An example of a former setback was weight gain; this was, was discussed in terms of admitting the setback was something they had control over, but accepting this as a setback, feeling remorseful and wanting to get back on track:

You find you are easily led. Me, I was easily led along that path [not adhering to postsurgical advice i.e. eating too much or the wrong type of food] and then I think Christ almighty, I shouldn’t have done that....you’ve got to stop...you can’t have that stuff anymore, but you are so easily led and that’s why I think I’ve put the weight on...I just need a kick up the ass to get myself back into gear really. You have to be [hard on yourself], I have to be, if I phone the hospital and they say you have to do this, then you’ve got to do it, that’s it...I think Oh God, I have to get myself back into it.

(Participant D)

One participant’s account was underpinned by his perception of control, which was paramount to his adjustment experience. Participant M had previous health issues which made a gastric bypass too risky a procedure for him to undergo, therefore a gastric sleeve procedure was performed and as a result he had lost a significant amount of weight. However, at the time of interview, he had not lost enough weight to enable him to undergo back surgery needed to resolve paralysis in his leg. The paralysis prevented him exercising which would help him to lose more weight and he felt trapped in a situation, with factors deemed to be out of his personal control, preventing him from moving forward and as such was contending risk continuously:

I was a bit upset when he [surgeon] said he didn’t expect me to lose more than another 5 kilos...I needed to lose weight and be under 123 kilos to be able to have back surgery and when he said he didn’t expect me to be less than 130 kilos that was upsetting...I’ve
been waiting for back surgery….and since the bariatric surgery, the wife and I have been having problems, and it’s so frustrating, so I’ve had some chocolate. It’s wrong, but since that news from the surgeon I bought 24 cans of beer and I’ve still got 1 or 2 left. That was 3 months ago, I’m not a big drinker, but it was a downer being told I wouldn’t lose as much weight as I wanted to.

(Participant M)

This resulted in him dealing with the setback that he would be unlikely to lose more weight by temporarily eating the wrong foods (similar to Participant D) and drinking more alcohol than usual. However he acknowledged that he had got himself back on track and was now eating sensibly.

Similar to the Risk Accepters, Risk Contenders also expressed the positive effects of the weight loss associated with bariatric surgery, comparing these to their lives before surgery:

With big people they sweat a lot and I was conscious of sweating down below…I always had deodorant and a spare pair if my pants got damp. I used to panic. Now I don’t worry. There always used to be a damp patch and I would have to spray with deodorant, so that is a big thing for me [after bariatric surgery], to be clean.

(Participant K)

The main difference between the Risk Contenders and the other risk types was the worry with situations relating to adjusting to the post-surgical life changes, despite the processes taking place within the same time as the other types. Risk Contenders acknowledged the problematic situations, but learning to deal with these was difficult:
For all my body’s stopped eating, my head still wants to eat…and I really struggle with this. I didn’t initially, the first six months I was champion [in a positive frame of mind], but since Christmas, all those nibbly bits. I’m thinking ‘Am I going down this route again of eating rubbish?’ I shouldn’t be, but I feel, I think because I didn’t have chocolate for months I’m thinking I’m not going down that route. I’m not going to eat it because I’ve got a new chance at life and I’m not going to waste it.

(Participant B)

What made the Risk Contenders different from the other constructed risk types were the lack of resolution and/or acceptance of the situation; it was ongoing process.

Your mind is telling you you’re too big, but it’s your clothes, they tell you something else, like on an airplane, you don’t have to struggle with the seatbelts like before. My belly was hard before surgery and this year when I went away, I felt like I had to try and hide my belly because it’s loose now. It’s weird, I don’t think I will ever get rid of my stomach. I exercise, I go to the gym and I swim. I exercise 5 days a week, I try and get things done when I can, but when I was going to the gym a lot I got dizzy and the nurse said I was burning more calories than I was taking in, but I don’t want to put the weight back on so I go to the gym.

(Participant O)

People with other risk profiles had found solutions to their dilemmas or had learned to deal with it in a manner that avoided causing them further worry. As with the other risk types, the decision to tell others about undergoing surgery was difficult and each Risk Contender had people they considered safe to tell, and others who they felt were not:
I never told anyone, except my Mum. I just didn’t want to be talked about. I didn’t want that from anybody, so I made that decision, she is the only person I can talk to about it; she has been really good and supportive. She wasn’t at first because she was afraid of losing me on the operating table. I have two children and they don’t know a thing. People judge you and I worry what people will think, definitely, even now, I worry more now what people are thinking, more than before.

(Participant D)

The other types had found solutions to their dilemmas or had learned to deal with it in a manner that didn’t cause further worry. Some Risk Contenders had other health issues which could be improved or resolved through the significant weight-loss afforded by bariatric surgery, but this had not as yet happened. For example, one Risk Contender was going through a phased approach to bariatric surgical procedures, as he was deemed too high a risk for surgery and anaesthesia. He had a gastric balloon inserted to assist with weight loss to make him less risky for surgery. Then because of unforeseen circumstances during the surgery, a gastric sleeve was performed, which will be converted to a bypass eventually:

The gastric sleeve is the first step to the bypass...I want the bypass because I don’t ever want to be big again....I don’t want to be at a stage where I will lapse back to where I was...it’s partly about surgery, partly about changing my lifestyle...it’s not going to happen overnight.

(Participant E)
Some participants reported feeling guilty after receiving compliments after telling others about surgery being the reason for their changed appearance:

My friend said I looked well and I said, thanks, I’ve had bariatric surgery, but I feel guilty when people say nice things like that, or I am doing great, keep it up, etcetera. I feel in one way I am expected to lose weight because I’ve had bariatric surgery. I sometimes feel guilty when they said I look fab, because I think it wasn’t me, it was the surgery that made me do it...lose weight that is. Before I told people I used to feel guilty about how people would feel about the NHS paying for me to have surgery, and when I started to get compliments about my appearance I would brush them off because I felt it was the surgery, not me that made me lose weight and I felt guilty

(Participant K)

The common themes to all these in-vivo quotes were the ongoing issues surrounding adjustment, which formed the basis of the Risk Contender profile. However, all Risk Contenders were feeling positive towards the future:

I’m looking forward to doing even more things together with my son, not just standing back and watching, I can be part of it all.

(Participant K – Risk Contender)

Five participants categorized as Risk Contenders (see Table 4).
The Risk Challenger Profile

One participant’s narrative appeared to be different in the interpretation of risk from the Risk Accepter and Risk Contender types (Participant F). He was conceptualized as a Risk Challenger (n=1) owing to his acknowledgement of the life adjustments required post-surgically, while refusing to adhere to them. He had an overt and openly challenging attitude towards these adjustments, but his ideas were, like other participants, rooted in his pre-surgical life.

He acknowledged a desire to have what he stated as a ‘normal life’, as opposed to a life he felt was dictated by the ‘demands’ of adjusting to life after surgery. The Risk Challenger was aware of the recommendations for adjusting to life after bariatric surgery. He stated that pre-surgically, he had been aware of the need to commit to diet and lifestyle changes as part of pre-surgical criteria, but appeared to have commenced challenging these pre-operatively:

* I had to lose weight before surgery. I lost 2 or 3 stone before the operation and in the run up to Christmas I put it all back. I went for my weigh-in in November or December and I’d lost the weight. I was all geared up to go in for surgery in January, but over Christmas I drank too much and I put my weight back on. I went to get weighed in January and she [nurse] just looked at me and I thought, hey, I’ve lost more weight and she said no, you’ve put it back on, you’re back to the size when you started, so I had to lose more weight before they would let me have the surgery. I just drank too much over Christmas.

(Participant F)
While he understood that failing to lose weight would prevent him from being approved for bariatric surgery, he challenged this risk and drank alcohol over Christmas, which led to weight gain. After bariatric surgery, his attitude to challenging continued as he adjusted:

“They [the bariatric surgical multi-disciplinary team] weren’t very happy with me. They wanted me to lose more weight. I went back after 6 months and they said you should have lost more, a stone a month. I’ve lost weight, what more do you want?”

(Participant F)

Pre-surgically, the Risk Challenger acknowledged he was obese and suffering from poor health, but had opted for a gastric sleeve as he thought it would have a lesser impact on his life:

“I said I wanted a sleeve as I thought I wouldn’t have much of a life with a bypass. The way I understood it, it was just a tube, just bypassed the stomach and went straight down, but I wanted to be able to eat something...have a drink, so I didn’t look into it because I just wanted the sleeve.”

(Participant F)

During the interview, the Risk Challenger stressed his desire to lead what he called a ‘normal life’ unconstrained by the effects of surgery. He therefore challenged the risk of not strictly adhering to post-surgical advice, devising his own way of eating and drinking to allow him to feel ‘normal’:

“I rarely have a cup of tea now. I used to drink it like it was going out of style....I don’t know if I’m replacing the sugar hit now, but I drink more pop [carbonated drinks] than I did before and I still put sugar in my tea. I pick [graze], I used to pick all the time and still do, but now I pick sensibly. If I’d kept on drinking, eating and smoking I would have been dead by the time I was 50. I still do these things, but moderately.”
It was noted that when Participant F had come for the interview, he was drinking a bottle of Coke®; Sugary and fizzy drinks are not recommended after surgery. After the interview had finished, he had lit up a cigarette; again this is a habit that is actively discouraged by the bariatric MDT. We noted this, not as not as a judgment, but thought the bottle of Coke® and the cigarette might be symbols which represented a ‘normal life’ for the Risk Challenger. Partaking in these activities may have given him a sense of normality, which was important for him in terms of his adjustment to post-surgical life. He did not appear to be worried or struggling with any aspect of adjustment; his attitude was what was different from the other risk profiles and this was also reflected.

_I’m going to keep on riding my motorcycle, but hopefully be even healthier, but have a life. The surgery probably saved me from dying._

(Participant F- Risk Challenger)

Reflecting back on the decision to have undergone bariatric surgery: The Three Risk Attitude Profiles

Despite difficulties adjusting to life after bariatric surgery, none of the participants in any of the Risk Attitude Profiles regretted their decision to undergo the operation:

_I have no regrets and I would encourage anyone to have it done, definitely. No matter what has gone on in my life, I would still encourage anyone to have it done, it changes your life_

(Participant D – Risk Contender)
Additionally, all participants unequivocally recommended bariatric surgery to others.

*Go for it, without a doubt. I mean it depends what you want, it's not cosmetic surgery and you are in it for the long haul, but its life changing, it really is. My mind was made up before I went to the doctor, my arthritis, my mother who is obese, just massive, she's housebound, has diabetes, heart problems and I thought I don't want to be like that*

(Participant J - Risk Accepter)

Participants were shaped by similar, yet individual experiences, but the way in which they interpreted the risks associated with the adjustment process the differentiator.

Demographic variables such as age, gender, employment and family status were diverse across the Risk Accepter and Risk Contender categories, which show that the attitude of risk applied across a range of participants. There was a mixture of types of bariatric surgical procedures in the Risk Accepter and Risk Contender categories, so we do not believe that the interpretation of risk was related to specific procedures. As only one Risk Challenger was identified, no comparisons could be made in this category. The time at which the participants were interviewed did not appear to influence the risk interpretation, as similar concepts and experiences were consistently found throughout the analysis for participants within their risk profile. There were no issues identified that could be attributed to gender.

(insert Table 4 here)
Discussion

Summary of Main Findings

This study sought to explore patients’ experiences of adjustment to life after bariatric surgery. We found that many participants were reluctant to discuss their experiences of surgery in social situations, sometimes even with close relatives, with frequent partial or non-disclosure of the method of their weight loss (see Table 5). Within social environments, discussions surrounding bariatric surgery were reported to be a source of worry in relation to the potential risks of revealing having undergone bariatric surgery due to being judged by others. This has been reported elsewhere in relation to ‘good’ and ‘bad’ methods of weight loss (18, 27), although our data go further and suggest that this perspective may negatively affect the participants’ adjustment to life after surgery. In particular, the interpretation of risk, particularly towards fear of judgment, after having being stigmatized for their previous obese state, can lead to selective or non-disclosure of bariatric surgery. This social interpretation has not been reported previously and remains the preserve of those who have undergone bariatric surgery, and the bariatric surgical teams and other healthcare professionals who work within the field.

(Insert Table 5)

The three risk attitude profiles of Risk Accepters, Risk Challengers and Risk Contenders which were constructed from the participant narratives in this thesis show that attitudes towards risk appeared influenced by the social situations they encountered, many of which were felt to have occurred because of the effects of bariatric surgery. Risk is discussed by the participants in the context of attitudes towards social situations and their meanings and actions will be explored and unpicked to gain a greater understanding of these situations.
Such social risks are ‘discursively constructed in everyday life with reference to the mass media, individual experience and biography, local memory, moral convictions and personal judgments’ (28 p.60).

Compared with other weight loss methods such as diet and exercise, bariatric surgery produces rapid weight loss, resulting in a visibly changed appearance in a relatively short period of time. A bariatric surgical patient thus moves from an obese, stigmatized state to one that invites scrutiny. Stigmatized afflictions fall into two categories: ones that cannot be disguised or hidden as ‘discredited’ and ones which are less visible and enable people to appear ‘normal’ are ‘discreditable’ (29). The visibility of adult obesity places obesity as a discredited state, but bariatric surgery places the formerly obese into a discreditable state as the physical appearance has changed and the person has moved to a more socially accepted state of overweight or normal body weight. The discredited state of bariatric surgery leaves the person open to judgment from others which differ from further stigmatisation.

The participant-reported accounts which underpinned the co-constructed theory of this thesis was that bariatric surgery is a relatively unknown entity outside those who have undergone procedures, and is closely associated with adult obesity, which is a stigmatized condition. Many participants felt or reported accounts of stigmatisation from others. Stigmatisation tends to be associated with conditions or afflictions which possess deep-rooted socio-cultural perceptions such as mental illnesses (30) and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) (31) in addition to obesity. The stigma of obesity is rooted in the perceptions of negative attributes towards the affliction, such as laziness, being weak-
willed and out of control (32). For those who have undergone bariatric surgery, it is the rapid change from the obese body and rapid change in bodily appearance that warrants scrutiny and questions which lead to issues with self-disclosure to others.

**Limitations**

The inclusion and exclusion criteria we used for the recruitment of participants mean that the findings are based on the experiences of the participants only and may not be reflective of the whole bariatric surgery population. In order to meet NHS ethical approval requirements, patients with any identified active psychological conditions and/or receiving psychological intervention were excluded. The high frequency of psychological conditions reported within the bariatric surgery patient population mean that a significant number of patients could not be recruited into this study. We do not know whether their views may have differed from those patients that we spoke to.

Additionally, the findings systematically showed many participants were fearful of judgment of their decision to undergo bariatric surgery. Despite the anonymization of participants in the study, it should be assumed that some bariatric surgical patients may have chosen not to participate for this reason.

This study focused on the first two years following bariatric surgery; findings are limited to this timeframe, and may not represent experiences beyond two years. As participants were only interviewed once, it is unknown if the risk attitude profiles may have potential to change over time. Individual attitudes are based on subjective interpretations, and therefore only it is only ever possible to achieve a partial understanding of the phenomenon
under investigation, owing to the ‘complex and contradictory ways in which people perceive and respond to the risks they face in the social contexts of day-to-day life’ (33 p.2).

The concept of risk has many strands and interpretations. This study examines risk from a social constructivist perspective focusing on the symbolic and sociocultural aspects. The act of disclosing may arise after inquiry from others for reasons such as questioning a person’s rapid weight loss, changed physical appearance or eating patterns.

What it means

The three risk attitude profiles of Risk Accepters, Risk Challengers and Risk Contenders which were constructed from the participant narratives in this study are congruent with Lupton’s (2013) definition of the subjective interpretation of risk. Participant attitudes towards risk appeared influenced by the social situations they encountered, many of which were felt to have occurred because of the effects of bariatric surgery.

Implications for practice

Practitioners

The participant-reported attitudes toward social risks are central to understanding the underlying meanings and actions which patients may undertake as part of this process. This information has implications for practice; it can be used by healthcare professions to generate discussions with patients to prepare them for surgery and support them afterwards by raising awareness of issues that they may encounter in social situations, discussing how other patients have dealt with these situations and how they might deal with a similar situation.
Patients

These findings may be used with both pre- and post-bariatric surgical patients. When discussing their post-surgical experiences, many of the participants in this study stated they wished they had known more about other peoples’ experiences prior to surgery, in order to prepare them for life afterwards. Additionally, many of the participants wanted to know how their experiences of adjusting to life after bariatric surgery compared to the other participants and had asked to have copies of the findings. These findings could be raised with individual patients, or in a patient support group to facilitate discussion and encourage others to share concerns pre-surgically, and to give post-surgical patients insight into others experiences, which may provide reassurance and support through comparison of their experiences with others. Patients should be made aware, that at present, the changes in their physical capacity to eat may alter social interactions, and they may experience scrutiny from others as a result, which might be uncomfortable. People who may not wish to disclose having undergone bariatric surgery to others, should be encouraged to think about how they would deal with social situations which based on others’ experiences, may be encountered. To aid support given by healthcare professionals, patients should be encouraged to engage with others who have undergone bariatric surgery, such as participating in face to face patient support groups and other sources of social support e.g. social media, to learn how others deal with social encounters.

Recommendations for future research
More research into patient experiences of bariatric surgery in social contexts would continue to develop the limited research in this area, which is needed given the increasing number of people with obesity and metabolic disease who seek bariatric surgery, as a result of changing eligibility. The co-constructed theory suggests a participant-reported lack of knowledge from others, in particular the lay public, of the social experiences of adjusting to bariatric surgery. It is also important to examine the negative societal attitudes towards judgement toward bariatric surgery where this exists, with a view to challenging mind-sets through understanding of how this information is being interpreted.
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